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Abstract 

Detecting intrusions is one of the main objectives of computer security. Attacks have become overly sophisticated over 

the years in order to remain effective and stealthy. Major breaches are typically perpetrated using techniques that are 

polymorphic, multi-vector, multi-stage and targeted, that is, adopting forms that were never seen before. Anomaly 

detection, which doesn't make any assumption about the shape of a potential attack but instead on legitimate behav-

ior, seems to be a suitable approach in order to defeat sophisticated intrusions. Skip-gram modeling, a word2vec algo-

rithm variant, was leveraged to model systems’ legitimate network behavior. The resulting model was then used to spot 

intrusions in a test dataset. The optimal configuration led to 99.20% precision, 82.07% recall, and 91.02% accuracy, with 

a false positive rate of 0.61%, which is significantly lower than most state-of-the-art methods. These metrics were 

achieved under a fully unsupervised setting, that is, without any prior knowledge of what constitutes an attack. Fur-

thermore, the approach provides benefits in terms of interpretability and log storage requirements, as it requires a 

small amount of input features. It also produces information about systems behavior and their relationships, that can be 

reused by other analysis techniques to obtain further insights. 

1. Introduction 

Computer and network intrusion detection is a popular research field. One of their objectives is to design and imple-

ment intrusion detection techniques with high detection rates and low false positive rates [1]. As cyber attacks become 

more sophisticated, the main challenge becomes deploying techniques that can recognize unknown attacks [2], that is, 

those for which an statistical or signature-based pattern doesn't exist. Another related issue is the need to handle huge 

amounts of data that are collected [3] from multiple data sources, and the fact that not all data might be relevant and 

relevant data might not be present. Multiple general-purpose algorithms have been re-engineered for intrusion detec-

tion. They fall into one of these categories: misuse detection and anomaly detection.  

Misuse detection detects attacks by comparing current activity with the expected actions of an attacker [4]. Anomaly 

detection builds a normal activity profile for a system [5] instead. Misuse detection requires training observations to be 

labeled as normal or malicious activity. In anomaly detection, only legitimate behavior is considered during training. 

Behavior that significantly deviates from modeled legitimate behavior in the test data is then flagged as an anomaly. 

Labeled data for misuse detection might not be easy to obtain for the following reasons: 

 A record might or might not constitute an attack depending on the context. Likewise, an attack might relate to 

multiple records. These relationships cannot be captured by record-level labels. 

 Related records required to recognize an attack might have been triggered by different data sources. 

 No datasets containing real-life traffic are generally available. Moreover, cyberattacks rates and impact metrics 

remain unavailable to researchers [6].  
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